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QUESTION 1

Which two statements are true about Autonomous Data Warehouse (ADW) backup? 

A. You can perform manual backups to OCI object storage in addition to automated backups available on ADW 

B. You can backup ADW database only to a standard bucket type in OCI object storage 

C. Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) recommends backing up ADW databases manually to on- premises storage
devices 

D. You must backup ADW database to object storage bucket named ADW_backup 

Correct Answer: AB 

Autonomous Database automatically backs up your database for you.In addition to automatic backups Autonomous
Database also allows you take manual backups to your Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Object Storage. for example if you
want to take a backup before a major change to make restore and recovery faster. Also, Manual backups are only
supported with buckets created in the standard storage tier if you provision an Autonomous Data Warehouse instance
named ADWC1, the bucket name should be backup_adwc1 (the bucket name is lowercase) 

 

QUESTION 2

You have a working application in the US East region. The app is a 3-tier app with a database backend 

-you take regular backups of the database into OCI Object Storage in the US East region. For Business continuity; you
are leveraging OCI Object Storage cross-region copy feature to copy database backups to the US West region. 

Which of the following three steps do you need to execute to meet your requirement? 

A. Write an IAM policy and authorize the Object Storage service to manage objects on your behalf 

B. Specify an existing destination bucket 

C. Specify the bucket visibility for both the source and destination buckets 

D. Provide a destination object name 

E. Provide an option to choose bulk copying of objects 

F. Choose an overwrite rule 

Correct Answer: ABF 

You can copy objects to other buckets in the same region and to buckets in other regions. You must have the required
access to both the source and destination buckets when performing an object copy. You must also have permissions to
manage objects in the source and destination buckets. Because Object Storage is a regional service, you must
authorize the Object Storage service for each region carrying out copy operations on your behalf. For example, you
might authorize the Object Storage service in region US East (Ashburn) to manage objects on your behalf. Once you
authorize the Object Storage service, you can copy an object stored in a US East (Ashburn) bucket to a bucket in
another region. You can use overwrite rules to control the copying of objects based on their entity tag (ETag) values.
Specify an existing target bucket for the copy request. The copy operation does not automatically create buckets. 
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QUESTION 3

Which statement is true about Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) object storage support for server- side encryption? 

A. You must manually enable server-side encryption for each object as you upload to OCI object storage 

B. Objects are automatically encrypted as they are uploaded to object storage and decrypted upon retrieval 

C. You must manually decrypt the data when retrieving from OCI object storage 

D. Only the object data is encrypted and the user-defined metadata that is associated with the object is not encrypted 

Correct Answer: B 

References: https://www.oracle.com/cloud/storage/object-storage-faq.html 

-Oracle Object Storage supports server-side encryption. All data stored in Oracle Object Storage is automatically
encrypted 

-Encryption is automatically enabled for all data with no action required on the part of customers. 

-Oracle encrypt both the object data and the user-defined metadata associated with the object. 

 

QUESTION 4

A customer wants to do development on premise while leveraging services such as Java Cloud, Mobile Developer
Cloud, and App Builder Services. The customer would also like to scale out the application, stretching from on-premises
to the cloud by using a common API. Which two Infrastructure options can the customer leverage to do this? (Choose
two.) 

A. Oracle Cloud at Customer 

B. Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Classic 

C. Oracle Cloud Ravello service 

D. Oracle Cloud Infrastructure 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 5

You have compartments C and D under the root compartment in your Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) tenancy;
compartment C contains a sub-compartment also named D. You are trying to move this sub-compartment D to the
parent compartment D like shown in the picture, but the move fails. 
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What is the reason for this error? 

A. You need to move all the compartments in the hierarchy to the new parent compartment. 

B. You cannot move a subcompartment to another parent compartment. 

C. Both parent and child compartments cannot have the same name. 

D. Sub-compartment D needs to be empty before it can be moved. 
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Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://docs.cloud.oracle.com/en-us/iaas/Content/Identity/Tasks/managingcompartments.htm (restriction on
moving compartments) 
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